


The Genesis Calendar of Prophecy 
Holy Days A Prophetic Outline 
hyh                     hyh 
This Calendar Maintains the days, weeks, months, shemittahs, weeks of years and most importantly Sabbath’s, Seasons, Holy days and Yobel’s. 
The years are as close to being accurate as possible taken into account of the variance throughout history with the layout being correct as per scripture.  
The Days then Nights are represented according to Genesis chapter One and shaded to reference the seasons which are 4 the 2 Equinox and 2 solstices. 
Days then nights are shown with the following verses: 
(Gen 7:4,12 Exo 24:18 34:28 De 9:9,11,18,25 10:10 
 1sam 30:12 1ki 19:8 Job 2:13 Jonah 1:17 Math 12:40)  
The months are named by Hebrew numbers and are on the upper left corner the Day number is located in the upper left-hand corner of each day. 
Tekufah is for reference only to the equinox and solstice which brings those four days being added to the total number of days per year 364 one day shy of the solar year. The first Tekufah sets the calendar 30 days of 12 months for a year. Shemittah is the 7th year of a 7-year cycle, 7 Shemittah's and then we 
have a Yobel year once every 50 years. The calendar is self-correcting keeping days and months inline over a 7-year week.   
The Georgian calendar month reference is in the right upper corner with the 1st and 15th of each month located in the calendar dates for reference. 
We placed the new Moon again just for a reference between this calendar and the Hebrew calendar being used today with the moon’s left side is positioned near the dawn of its rising. 
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